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By Daniel Allen Cox

ARSENAL PULP PRESS, Canada, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Montreal, 1979. A boy s speech starts to fracture along with the cement of le Stade
olympique. Do they share a fault line? Daniel Allen Cox s unconventional fourth novel tells the story
of a boy with a stutter who grows up and uses sound to remember the past. A coming-of-age tale
that telescopes through time like an amnesiac memoir, Mouthquake finds its strange beat in
subliminal messages hidden in skipping records, in the stutters of celebrities, and in the wisdom of
The Grand Antonio, a suspicious mystic who helps the narrator unlock the secret to his speech. This
is a loudly exclaimed book of innuendo, rumours, and the tangled barbs of repressed memory that
asks: How do you handle a troubling past event that behaves like a barely audible whisper? Written
with a poetic bravado and in a structure that mimics a stutter, the elegiac Mouthquake is speech
therapy for the bent: the signal is perverted and the sounds are thrilling. Includes an afterword by
Sarah Schulman, author of Rat Bohemia and The Gentrification of the Mind: Witness to a Lost
Imagination. Daniel Allen Cox...
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This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Jaqueline Kerluke-- Jaqueline Kerluke

I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly
only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie
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